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              Sample Librarian is an invaluable tool
            for managing and auditioning all of your audio samples and sample CDs to help you home in on just the sounds you want when you're in the middle of creating your next hit.

              With Sample Librarian you no longer need to waste time navigating through deeply-nested folders of all your audio samples, which is a sure-fire way to lose your focus (and then the moment of inspiration has gone). Instead you can use a tool designed specifically for the purpose of managing and searching for  samples. Once you’ve found the perfect sounds for your new song, simply drag-and-drop them directly into your DAW.

            Previously, breaking off from composing to go digging through your sample collection to find that elusive sample you know is in there (somewhere) could seriously interrupt your creative flow. With Sample Librarian, using your sample collection now forms a key part of your music-making process.
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	Download the full user guide in PDF format
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                  Fully working trial version for 30 days
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	Add any number (even many thousands) of sample files (WAV, AIFF, ReCycle/REX, OGG Vorbis, FLAC, MP1/2/3, WMA) and be able to search the library extremely quickly in a variety of different ways.
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	Want to quickly find and audition all "moog" or "TB-303" samples you may have, irrespective of what sample CD they came from or where on your hard drive they exist? Simple and "instant". Find all samples of a given file type, bit depth, sample rate (or combination thereof) and many more options.
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	Sample libraries aren't cheap, but often they sit languishing on your hard drive simply because you don't have an easy way to audition their contents and make use of them. You may already have the perfect sample to really polish your latest song but if you can't find it, it's not worth having! Sample Librarian makes using your sample library easy, efficient and fun.
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                  Fully working trial version for 30 days
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                    Licence cost: 30 Euros
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